
DS Fairing Kit – Instructions: Part No. 20086 

 

 

Kit contents 

1 x DS fairing, trimmed to standard spec. 

1 x top hat bracket 

1x box bracket 

2x 45x15 L bracket with slot 

2x 15x25 L bracket 

2x20x25 L bracket 

1x top plate with hole 

1x complete top plate 

10x fairing clips (only 6 required) 

2x M4x8mm allen bolt 

 

The main fairing part is semi-permeant and the access to the top of the case to fit the foil is 

through the removable top plate. 



 

1, Dry fit the fairing, ensure it clips into the tramp track. Once happy with the position mark the 

cleat cut out with tape to help you re position it. Different cleats will require more of the fairing 

to be cut out. 

 

 

Leave this one off if you have got 

adjustable forestay. 

Leave this one off if you have got 

canting rig. 



2, Lay out the brackets as per the photo. 

Please note all L brackets fitted with the 

shorter dimension vertically  

15x25 brackets just in front of the cleat 

area 

20x25 brackets front edge in line with the 

front of the case 

15x45 brackets fixed to the front 

mainsheet fixing 

Box bracket as per photo 

Top hat bracket- fwd edge 300mm aft of 

the most aft screw in the deck orgainiser, 

set the brackets 6mm in from the hull edge 

at the closest point. 

Mark these with tape or white pencil. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

3, Transfer the bracket position to the hull below the track. Bond the brackets in place with 

Sikaflex 291i black, allow to cure overnight. 

 



 

 

 

4, Reposition the fairing, mark the holes for the fairing clips 

Fwd and aft holes 18mm up from the track and the centre of the bracket 

Middle hole 18mm up from the track 

Drill 6mm (pilot with a 3-4mm drill first) 

 



 

 

5, fit the fairing clips- push the 

central piece to secure, to release 

use a small screwdriver to push the 

central piece through. 

Fit the the top plate this clips under 

the fairing as in the photos, then 

best secured with a small fixing 

(M4x8mm allen bolt) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6, The faring will require customising to your fit out,  more slots and holes will be needed to be cut 

out. 

 

 

The kit comes with the smooth top plate, this can be modified or used if you are keen to modify 

the foil gearing set up, if not the plate with the cut out will need to be used. Fit the fairing after 

you have re fitted the tramps. 

 

 


